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Essity recognized by CDP with
prestigious ‘A’ score for sustainability
Hygiene and health company Essity has been recognized for its leadership in corporate
sustainability by global environmental non-profit CDP, securing a place on its prestigious
‘A List’ for tackling deforestation. Essity is one of a very small number of high-performing
companies out of 5,800+ that were scored. Through significant demonstrable action to
tackle deforestation in its supply chain and source more sustainable commodities, Essity is
leading on corporate environmental ambition, action and transparency worldwide.
Essity is also taking a leading role in management of carbon and climate change risk, which is
reflected in an A- score by CDP.
CDP’s annual environmental disclosure and scoring process is widely recognized as the gold
standard of corporate environmental transparency. In 2020, over 515 investors with over US$106
trillion in assets and 150+ major purchasers with US$4 trillion in procurement spend requested
companies to disclose data on environmental impacts, risks and opportunities through CDP’s
platform.
“We are continuously working to improve and develop our business in a sustainable way, and it is
very gratifying that this work is recognized. As one of a very small number of companies in the
world to receive the highest score in these important areas, we are aware that the efforts are
ongoing and we will continue to work together with both suppliers and customers to reduce our
common environmental impact,” says Magnus Groth, CEO and President of Essity.
The full list of companies that made this year’s CDP A List is available here:
https://www.cdp.net/en/companies/companies-scores
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About Essity
Essity is a leading global hygiene and health company dedicated to improving well-being through products and services, essentials for everyday life. The name Essity
stems from the words essentials and necessities. Our sustainable business model creates value for people and nature. Sales are conducted in approximately 150
countries under the leading global brands TENA and Tork, and other strong brands, such as JOBST, Leukoplast, Libero, Libresse, Lotus, Nosotras, Saba, Tempo,
Vinda and Zewa. Essity has about 47,000 employees and net sales in 2018 amounted to approximately SEK 118.5bn (EUR 11.6bn). The headquarters is located in
Stockholm, Sweden, and the company is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm. More information at www.essity.com.

